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Abstract

The computer, the new media, reaches out and influences the behavior of design as it does almost every facet of life. In
recent years, much research into the development of computer-aided design has looked at the concept generation stage of the
design process. Most of these applied studies have focused on the testing of computer systems. On the other hand, there are
also many studies on the visual thinking and cognitive behavior of designers while sketching or drawing in the stage of
concept generation. From the synthesis of the two aforementioned disciplines, we can find that there exists a point of
deficiency. That is, the cognitive research about designers using computers as sketching media is absent. It is this area that is
discussed in the current paper. The fundamental analytic data of this research is the visual process chronicled from the
sketching of subjects. The analytic data is the verbal data from the questions that the subjects are asked after sketching. The
data is analyzed using three coding schemes. The cognitive appearance while designers generating concepts with computers
or conventional media are propounded and discussed in this research. q 2001 Published by Elsevier Science B.V.
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1. Introduction

Design has been discussed widely. Some scholars
pose that there are several stages to analyze a design
process; analysis, concept generation, preliminary

w xdesign and detail design 1–3 . The concept genera-
w xtion stage, which is the so-called black-box 3,4

belongs to the beginning of the design process.
While there are some methodological studies about

w xthis aspect, such as the synectics method 5 and the
w xbrainstorming method 6 , many researchers have

posed the importance of sketching or drawing at the
concept generation. Drawing is obligative for design-
ers and usually the only modeling way to form their

w x w xthinking 7 and sketching is ubiquitous 8 .

Among research about sketching, most studies
have investigated visual thinking. The relation be-
tween drawing and thinking is clarified and pointed
out that drawing is the fastest and the most effective

w xway to visualize the thinking of designers 9 . Visual
thinking is separated into three behaviors; seeing,

w ximaging and drawing 10 . A series of researches
divide the design process into ‘moves’ and ‘argu-

w xments’ 8,11–14 . Arguments within moves can be
Ž . Ž .of two types, ‘seeing as’ SA and ‘seeing that’ ST .

On the other hand, protocols of designers are ana-
lyzed and argued that design is composed of the

w xserial, ‘seeing–moving–seeing’ 15 .
As a new theme, computer-aided design has had a

large impact on traditional design. New areas have
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w xopened up, such as shape grammars 16–18 , knowl-
w x w xedge-based systems 19 , expert systems 20 and

w xdatabase system design 21,22 .
Within most research, the applications of com-

puter-aided design have mainly been restricted to the
latter stages of the design process. But, in recent
years, the concept generation stage of computer-aided
design has seen increased attention. A kind of shape
modeling computer system is developed for indus-

w xtrial designers 23 . One interactive computer system
is introduced for displacement features of shape of

w xproducts 24 . These researches all break the stand-
point that computer-aided design cannot match the

w xdesign sketching 25 .
The major background to this research is two

inferior disciplines — computer-aided design and
visual thinking while sketching. The stage of concept
generation is the problem statement.

The computer system called the ‘displacement
w xfeatures function’ 24 is a typical example of re-

search into computer-aided conceptual design at pre-
sent. This system can indeed support industrial
designers in designing displacement features of
sculptured product surfaces in the stage of concept
generation. But the important visual thinking of
sketching is only briefly touched. After positive re-
sponses to this kind of application research, research
into the cognitive thinking of designers should be
pursued. This is one major source of the problem
statement of the current research. In addition, in a
series of papers, the role sketching plays is discussed

w xwithin the design process 8,11–14 . The design
process is divided into two types — ‘moves’ and
‘arguments’, sketching can be directly related to
moves. Arguments within moves can be of two types
— ST and SA which are directly related to sketching
activities. This research program has a critical atti-
tude toward visual thinking within designer’s sketch-
ing. At present, while computer-aided design is
flourishing, researches dealing only with sketching
using conventional media, pens and papers, seem
somewhat deficient. This is the other major source of
this paper’s problem statement.

The absence of discussion about cognition of
designers in the field of computer-aided design and
the deficiency of using computers as sketching me-
dia while generating concepts poses a number of
questions in the field of cognition or visual thinking.

The major question of this research is: when
designers use the computer as the sketching media in
the stage of concept generation, will cognition and
visual thinking be the same as when using conven-
tional media? If there are differences in behavior
between the two kinds of media, what kind of differ-
ences will there be? The minor question is: if design-
ers use these two kinds of sketching media in the
concept generation stage, will there be design perfor-
mance differences? In other words, the author would
like to understand the phenomena of cognitive visual
thinking of designers and representations of designs
or drawings while sketching with two kinds of media
in the stage of concept generation.

2. Methodology and steps

The research is consisted of three parts. In part
one, a hypothesis is suggested; while designers gen-
erate concepts using computer or conventional me-
dia, their cognitive visual thinking will be different.
In part two, two experiments are conducted. One
designer as subject A is asked to generate concepts
with conventional media, such as pens, rulers and
papers. The purpose of conducting the first experi-
ment is to know the cognitive visual thinking of
designers in the stage of concept generation in the
traditional way. Likewise, the other designer as sub-
ject B is asked to do the same task as subject A, but
using computer as the media. The purpose of the
second experiment is the same as the first one, only
in a computer-aided way. After these two experi-
ments are completed, the third part of the method is
the analysis of the results from those experiments.
The major analytical source is the visual data from
experiments, and the supporting data is the verbal
data of the questions that subjects were asked after
the experiments. Before the experiments, the warm-
up experiments should be accomplished to prove that
the chosen subjects are suitable for the experiments.

2.1. Hypothesis

The major objective of this research is to find out
the cognitive phenomena of designers while generat-
ing concepts using two different tools as computers
and conventional media. The hypothesis raised is
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that when designers use computer to generate con-
cepts, some visual cycle such as the S–I–D will
appear more frequently for the stronger visual feed-
back of computer.

2.2. Experiments

2.2.1. Experiment one: conÕentional media
This experiment is with respect to the behavior

that designers generate sketches while using conven-
tional media in the concept generation stage. It is
done according to the traditional sketching method,
not concerning about computers. The objective is to
discuss the cognitive behavior of designers generat-
ing concepts in this traditional way.

1. Subject A: An industrial designer who has perfect
ability of generating concepts and using conven-
tional media, and has been educated with more
than 3 years of industrial design.

2. Topic: the shelf, which has simple elements, is
easy to handle and allows much space for design.

3. Tools: papers, pens and rulers. Two types of
transformations can be identified in the drawing
w x2 . There are lateral transformations where there
is movement from one idea to a different one, and
vertical transformations where one idea is trans-
formed to a more detailed one. Most lateral trans-
formations occur in the preliminary design phase.

w xBased on this argument 2 , the subjects are asked
to generate lateral ideas during these two experi-
ments.

4. Process: subject A is asked to generate 5–7 lat-
eral idea sketches fitted the demand of the experi-
ment. Besides, each idea should be preliminary
shading.

5. Time: One hour for Subject A to generate idea
sketches. Before the subject starts to generate, the
demand of the experiment is described to Subject
A, and he is allowed to think for 30 min. In the
other half an hour after the concept generation
phase, Subject A is asked some specific questions
about his sketches for the supporting data of
analysis. The total time taken is 2 h.

6. Recording Process: During the experiment, Sub-
ject A is recorded by video recorder. A digital
camera is used to catch visual image per minute.

After the experiment, Subject A is asked some
specific questions about his sketches.

After experiment one, the cognitive behavior of
the designer while using conventional media generat-
ing concepts is studied. After the experiment is
conducted in the traditional way, the experiment in
the computer-aided way in the same degree should
also be discussed.

2.2.2. Experiment two: computer media
This experiment is about the behavior that design-

ers generate sketches while using computer media in
the concept generation stage. It is done according to
the new computer-aided sketching method, not con-
cerned with the conventional media. The objective
here is to discuss the cognitive behavior of designers
generating concepts in the computer-aided aspect.

1. Subject B: An industrial designer who has perfect
ability of generating concepts and using com-
puter, and has been educated with more than 3
years of industrial design.

2. Topic: The same as Experiment one.
Ž3. Tools: Hardware Pentium II 300 computer, 19

.inch monitor, keyboard and mouse , Software
Ž .Pro-Engineering

4. Process: The same as Experiment one.
5. Time: The same as Experiment one.
6. Recording Process: The same as Experiment one.

2.3. Analysis

The major analytical data of this research is the
visual data recorded from experiments one and two,

Table 1
Three coding schema

Coding scheme Clarification Source

w xS–I–D S: seeing Mckim 10
I: imaging
D: drawing

w xSA–ST SA: seeing as Godschmidt 8,11–14
ST: seeing that

T–D T: total the author’s deduction
D: detail
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Fig. 1. Seven wireframe sketches generated by Subject A.

and the supporting data is the specific questions
which are asked after the concept generation phase.
This is the research dealing with visual process but
not with verbal process. The reason why the visual
process is chosen for the analytical data is that it is a
tough task to ask the designer to generate concepts
with computer. If the designer is asked to think aloud
while doing this tough task, the result of the experi-
ment will be easily disturbed. For this reason, visual
data is decided to be used as the analytical data. In
addition, because of the difficulty of getting visual
data, a photo is taken with a digital camera every
minute. And the entire process of the experiment is

recorded by video recorder in order to prove that the
visual data is valid.

Additionally, some absent aspects would exist for
the mere consideration of visual data as analytical
source. Verbal data is, therefore, used to aid visual
data. The verbal data is from the specific questions
that are asked by the author after the sketching
phase.

The author uses three kinds of coding schemes
Ž .Table 1 to analyze the major visual data and sup-
porting verbal data. Two schemes come from the
background review, which include the cycle of S–I–

w xD 17 and two types of arguments – SA and ST
w x6–10 . The other is the deduction about ‘total’ and
‘detail’ of sketches from the author. ‘S–I–D’ repre-
sents ‘seeing–imaging–moving’, ‘SA–ST’ repre-
sents ‘seeing as–seeing that’ while ‘T–D’ represents
‘total–detail’.

During the process of generating concepts, Sub-
Ž .ject A generates 7 wireframe sketches Fig. 1 for the

first 23 min and uses the remaining time to make
preliminary shading with conventional media. In the
author’s opinion and the discussion with Subject A
herself, the behavior about shading has little relation
about visual thinking, so the coding data of experi-
ment one is the first 23 min. Besides, Subject A

Ž .generates 5 wireframe sketches Fig. 2 in 60 min-
utes by the computer. But for the auto-shading prop-

Ž .erty of Pro-Engineering the experimental software ,

Fig. 2. Five wireframe sketches generated by Subject B.
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Subject A has not used the remaining time to shade.
Not only for the contraction of the coding data of
Subject A, but to avoid the unfamiliarity and tired-
ness of Subject B, the author chooses the 23rd to
52nd minutes for 3rd and 4th sketches to be that of
Subject B.

3. Cognitive phenomena of visual thinking

This section contains both the recording and cod-
ing results of two experiments and some sketches of
two subjects during the phase of concept generation.
The author uses three coding schemes to analyze the
major visual data in the sketching process of two
subjects. The relation between the coding result of
two subjects and the time can be produced as a table.

Figs. 3–5 represent the relation between the cod-
ing result and the time of subject A and B who
generate concepts with conventional and computer
media. From the representation of these three fig-
ures, we can clearly see the shifting times and
amounts of cognitive behavior of the two subjects.
With the convenience of pens and papers, subject A
can generate a rough sketch in a short time. With the
immediate visualized feedback of computer however,
subject B would generate a more concrete sketch in a
longer time.

Firstly, in Fig. 3, regarding the aspect of S–I–D,
subject A spends more time ‘drawing’ than ‘seeing’

Ž .and ‘imaging’ Fig. 3a while subject B spends more
Ž .time ‘imaging’ and ‘drawing’ than ‘seeing’ Fig. 3b .

Ž .Fig. 3. The result of first coding schema — ‘S–I–D’. a S–I–D
Ž .coding result vs. time of subject A. b S–I–D coding result vs.

time of subject B.

Ž .Fig. 4. The result of second coding schema — ‘SA–ST’. a
Ž .SA–ST coding result vs. time of subject A. b SA–ST Coding

result vs. time of subject B.

Secondly, in Fig. 4, regarding the aspect of ‘see-
Ž .ing as-seeing that’ SA–ST , subject A spends more

time ST than SA, and the standing time of SA is
Ž .rarely long Fig. 4a . Subject B spends almost the

same time SA as ST, but the standing time of SA is
Ž .longer than that of subject A Fig. 4b .

Thirdly, in Fig. 5, regarding the aspect of ‘total–
detail’, subject A spends more time on the concentra-

Ž .tion of ‘total’ than ‘detail’ Fig. 5a , likewise the
standing time of attention on ‘detail’ is usually not
long. Subject B spends almost the same time on the

Ž .concentration of ‘total’ as ‘detail’ Fig. 5b , but the
dissimilarity is that the standing time to ‘detail’ is
more than that of ‘total’.

The author, thus, interprets that the visual cogni-
tive behavior of the designer when hershe uses
conventional media is a stable process. And the

Ž .Fig. 5. The result of third coding schema — ‘T–D’. a T–D
Ž .coding result vs. time of subject A. b T–D coding result vs. time

of subject B.
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behavior of seeing, seeing-that and concentration on
detail here are more important than imaging, seeing-
as and detail. Moreover, the visual cognitive behav-
ior of the designer when hershe uses computer is a
more changeable process, and the visual thinking of
imaging, seeing as and concentration on detail here
are more important than others.

The dissimilarity of visual cognitive behavior of
two subjects comes from the different media they
use to generate concepts. Not only would the cogni-
tive behavior be different, but also the representation
of sketch or drawing would have some specific
phenomena for the characteristics of two media. The
particular description will be discussed in Section 4.

4. Conclusions

From the result of the analysis of visual and
verbal data of experiments, the author derives some
cognitive phenomena of designers while hershe gen-
erates concepts with computer or conventional me-
dia.

When a designer uses conventional media as tools
to generate concepts or ideas, hisrher cognitive be-
havior is simpler than hershe who uses computer.
First of all, after the designer has been told the
principles of the design case, hershe begins to gen-
erate some ideas in hisrher mind. This period of
process should be ‘stimulus’ and then ‘thinking’.
Afterward, the designer will use pens, drawing or
sketching on the paper, and this phase is referred to
‘drawing’. During the process while the designer
draws, hershe will see the representation of sketches
on the paper, and sometimes when the designer
concentrates on some specific figural properties of
this kind of ‘seeing’ behavior, hershe will see the
image as something else. The shift of ‘seeing’ and
‘seing as’ will stimulate the designer to generate
some ‘imaging’ in hisrher mind. Sometimes, the
focus of the designer will shift from the ‘total’ to the
‘detail’ of the sketch, but the shifting time does not
last long. The cycle of these cognitive behaviors will
not stop until the task about generating sketch is well
done.

On the other hand, when a designer uses the
computer media to generate concepts or ideas,

hisrher cognitive behavior is much more complex
than the traditional method. Firstly, after the designer
has been told the principles of the design case,
hershe begins to generate some ideas in hisrher
mind. This period of process should be ‘stimulus’
and then ‘thinking’. The forepart is just the same as
in the traditional way. Then the designer will use the
keyboard and mouse to draw or sketch on the moni-
tor, and this phase is referred to as ‘drawing’. Among
the movements of drawing, the designer will gaze
the figural properties of sketches on the monitor, and
hershe will easily see the representation as some
kind of image for the intensive visualization of com-
puter. The shift of ‘seeing’ and SA will stimulate the
designer to generate some ‘imaging’ in hisrher mind
in the same way as with the traditional method, but
stronger and more frequent. Likewise, the attention
of the designer will shift from the ‘total’ to the
‘detail’ of the sketch, but the shifting time is much
more frequent and stands longer than in the tradi-
tional way. The cycle of these cognitive behaviors
will also continue until the task about generating
sketch is well done.

Besides, from the representation of the visual
result of experiments, there are some appearances of
sketches or drawings. Firstly, on the aspect for the
amount of generating concepts, the designer can
generate more concepts when hershe uses conven-
tional media than computer. The reason is the defi-
ciency of present computer systems. Secondly, for
the representation of preliminary sketches or draw-
ings, the stroke representing the traditional way is
rough while that of the computer-aided way is con-
crete. That is because of the characteristic of these
two different media. Thirdly, on the aspect for shad-
ing of sketches or drawings, the designer can easily

Ž .use the computer system Pro-Engineering to gener-
ate image with immediate shading, and that is the
shortcut of the conventional media such as pens and
papers. For the immediate visualized feedback of
computer, the designer can easily be influenced to
form some imaging in hisrher mind. However, that
is the critical point of a computer system when the
designer uses it as a tool to generate concepts.
Furthermore, the significant point is just the reason
why the visual thinking of cognition of the designer
will be different while hershe uses a computer to
generate ideas in the stage of concept generation.
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